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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE  

 

CohuHD Costar™ Launches RISE (Rugged Innovation 

with Superior Endurance) Series PTZ Video Cameras 
 

New! RISE 4260HD IP PTZ Camera Delivers Highest Performance at 

Lowest Price for Critical Infrastructure Applications  
 

San Diego – October 14, 2015 – CohuHD Costar is proud to 

introduce the first in the RISE series of high-performance 

video cameras - the RISE 4260HD PTZ camera.  Designed 

and built using the latest technology, the RISE 4260HD 

delivers high-quality video, with seamless interoperability 

and rugged construction for the most extreme environments.  

  

The RISE 4260HD offers best-in-class features including 

superior full HD 1080p image quality combined with powerful 

30x optical and 12x digital zoom for long-range video 

surveillance. With improved low-light sensitivity, automatic 

image defog and dehaze analytics, electronic image 

stabilization (EIS) and difficult lighting image enhancements 

the RISE 4260HD delivers true day/night, long-range video surveillance in all weather 

conditions. The maintenance free nitrogen-pressurized IP67 ingress protection and high-torque 

PTZ motor provides unrivaled performance in the harshest environments.  

 

“The RISE 4260HD camera provides a full-function IP67 video camera at an affordable price 

point,” said Doug Means, President of CohuHD, “highest-quality video, flexible installation, 

seamless operation and high-torque PTZ motor make it ideal for the most extreme outdoor 

environments.” 

 

PoE++ power input, ONVIF protocols, NTCIP 1205 

interoperability provide easy installation and continuous 

operation ideal for critical infrastructure applications including 

city surveillance, defense, oil and gas, mining, nuclear reactors, 

water treatment, maritime, border patrol, homeland security, 

high-value manufacturing, and transportation including traffic 

monitoring, seaports, airports and railways.  

 

The RISE 4260HD IP67 rugged construction is ideal to protect 

against intrusion, extreme temperatures (-40° to 75°C) while 

providing PTZ movement in hurricane force winds. Meeting 

standards for MIL-810G for environmental design, NEMA TS-2 

for shock and vibration and CISPR 24 levels surge protection.  
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The RISE 4260HD is backed by a three year warranty and a lifetime warranty for water 

intrusion.   

 

The RISE 4260HD PTZ video surveillance camera is immediately available for order. 

 

 

 

About CohuHD Costar™ 

CohuHD Costar designs and manufactures rugged HD CCTV video surveillance camera 

systems for critical infrastructure and transportation. CohuHD video cameras monitor the most 

critical, sensitive environments such as border security and transportation, specifically traffic 

(ITS), maritime ports, airports and borders.  

CohuHD Costar video cameras integrate the latest high-definition video imaging, IP networking, 

video compression technologies and analytics into ruggedized camera designs.  
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